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2 STATE OF MAINE
CUMBERLAND, ss.

HENRY SCHMIDT, PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE OF
4 THE ESTATE OF DOROTHY SCHMIDT,

Plaintiff,

-against-

8 CORTNEY N LINVILLEi D 0 I MELANIE C RANDY

D.O., and PARKVIEW ADVENTIST MEDICAL CENTER,

10 Defendants.

12

13 DEPOSITION of IRENE H. GRANT, M. D.,

14 C.A.C., taken-by defendant, held at the offices

15 of Judicial Reporting Service, Inc., 120

16 Bloomingdale Road, White Plains, New York

17 10605, on Friday, August 22, 2014, commencing at

18 11:15 a.m., before Marianne Glum, a shorthand

19 reporter and Notary Public within and for the

20 State of New York.

21

22

23

25
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2 APPEARANCES:

SHAHEEN & GORDON, P.A.
Attorneys for Plaintiff
80 Merrimack Street
Manchester, New Hampshire

6 BY: FRANCIS G. MURPHY, ESQ.
fmurphy8shaheengordon.corn

7 (800) 343—1263

03101

10

12

PRETI FLAHERTY
Attorneys for Defendants
Cortney N. Linville, D.O. and
Melanic C. Rand, D.O.
One City Center
P.O. Box 9546
Portland, Maine 04112

BY: DANIEL RAPAPORT, E SQ .
drapaport8preti.corn
(207) 791—3000

17

18

LAMBERT COFFIN
Attorneys for Defendant
Parkview Adventist Medical Center
477 Congress Street
P.O. Box 15215
Portland, Maine 04112-5215

20

21

22

23

24

25

19 BY: PHILIP M. COFFIN, III, ESQ.
(207) 874 —4000
pcoffin81ambertcoffin.corn
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2 I R E N E H G R A N T ~ M D ~ C A C

8

10

12

13

14

17

18

called as a witness, having been first
duly sworn by a MARIANNE GLUM, a

Notary Public within and for the

State of New York, was examined and

testified as follows:

(Amended Notice to Take Deposition

marked as Deposition Exhibit 1 as of this

date)

(Plaintiff's Supplemental

Designation of Expert Witness marked as

Deposition Exhibit 2 as of this date)

(CV marked as Deposition Exhibit 3

as of this date)

(One-page description of you and

your practice and your expertise marked

as Deposition Exhibit 4 as of this date)

19 EXAMINATION

20 BY MR. COFFIN:

21 Q Doctor, would you please state your

22 full name for the record?

23

24

A Irene Hanchet Grant.

Q Dr. Grant, my name is Phil Coffin, and

25 I represent Parkview Adventist Medical Center in

Fink k Carney Reporting and Video Services
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2 this action. You understand we are here to take

3 your deposition'?

4 A Yes.

Q Have you given a deposition before'?

A Yes.

Q Approximately how many times?

A I believe it's around ten.

Q What I am going to say to you now then

10 may be familiar to you. I want to review some

11 of the rules as we go forward here today.

12 First, you understand that the oath you just

13 took is the same oath you would take in a court

14 o f law?

15

16

Yes.

Q You will further understand that at the

17 end of this deposition, a transcript will be

18 prepared to review and sign if you wish. But

19 that transcript will become, in essence, part of

20 your professional resume. It may be reviewed by

21 other specialists in infectious disease or

22 internal medicine, either in connection with

23 this case or other cases down the road. Do you

24 understand that?

25 A Yes.

Fink & Carney Reporting and Video Services
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Q Because of that, it's going to be very

3 important for you and I to try to understand

each other. So, if I ask you a question for

5 whatever reason that you do not understand,

6 either perhaps I used a term incorrectly, or

7 I'e used a phrase that you are not familiar

8 with, or I just asked an inartful question, will

9 you let me know?

10 A Yes, I will.

11 Q And it's also going to be important for

12 you to allow me to ask my complete question

13 before you respond with your answer. Sometimes

14 when people engage in a colloquy, as we will be

15 here today, there is a tendency to anticipate

16 the next question and speak over each other. We

17 need to try to avoid that, okay?

18

19

A Okay.

Q I will allow you to respond fully to my

20 questions before I ask another question, but if
21 I fail to do so, please let me know, okay?

22 A Okay.

23 Q If I ask you a question and you don'

24 know the answer, that's perfectly fine. I don'

25 want you to speculate or to estimate, unless I

Fink & Carney Reporting and Video Services
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2 ask you to do so, okay?

A Okay.

Q And it's also important, because we a.re

5 going to try to create a transcript that might

6 be used later in this case and read by others,

7 that you respond using words as opposed to uh

8 huh, hm hmm, shrugs of the shoulder, nods of the

9 head, okay?

10 Okay.

11 Q This is not a marathon. If you need to

12 take break, use the restroom, get some water,

13 let me know and we will accommodate you. The

14 only rule, if there is a pending question, I

15 want you to answer that before we take a break,

1 6 okay?

17

18

A Yes.

Q You said you'e given approximately ten

19 depositions over the years, to the best of your

20 memory'?

21 It's probably more, I just haven'

22 carefully collated it.
23 Q And I take it -- have you ever

24 testified in Federal Court in recent years?

25 A This is where I'm foggy. I'm not sure

Fink & Carney Reporting and Video Services
39 West 37th Street *New York, New York 10018 (800) NYC-FINK * (212) 869-3063
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2 if I did. I mean -- I don't know the difference

3 between the courts. I testified at Brooklyn

Supreme, but I don't know if that makes it
5 Federal.

Q That probably is a State court.

A I don't know what a Federal court is

8 then.

9 Q Okay. The reason I ask that is that

10 people who are experts in a Federal court action

11 are required to use a list of cases in which

12 they'e testified under the rules. Have you

13 ever put together a list of cases of which you

14 have been an expert in'?

15 A People have asked me to do that, and

16 then the attorney I was working with said don'

17 do that. I don't know what that means yet.

18 Q So, you do not have a list of cases in

19 which you have been an expert?

20 A I am making that list now, but I have

21 never delivered a formal list.
22 Q So, you'e got one that you started

23 working on?

25

A I started working on.

Q What I would ask you to do is, if could

Fink 0 Carney Reporting and Video Services
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2 you provide a copy of that list to Mr. Murphy,

3 who can then provide it to us later. Can you do

tha t?

A Sure.

MR. MURPHY: Yes.

(Production request, list of cases

for which you have been an expert)

Q Let's just talk about, in the cases in

10 which you have given depositions, have you acted

11 primarily as an expert witness?

12 A Yes.

13 Q In the field of infectious disease, or

14 internal medicine, or in the field of

15 integrative health'

16 A Primarily infectious disease and

17 internal medicine. And primarily plaintiff
18 cases; however, I have done some defense.

19 Q What percentage of the cases do you

20 think were plaintiff?
21 A Over 90.

Q End I take it that over your career,

23 you have been sent cases and asked to review

24 them, correct?

25 A Correct.

Fink A Carney Reporting and Video Services
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2 Q End approximately how many cases a year

3 are you asked to review, if you know?

It's increased over the last couple

5 years. It used to be around five per year, and

6 now it's -- it's more. It's increasing.

Q So, now it's -- do you have an

8 estimate, is it eight, is it ten?

9 A Well, it's just suddenly increased

10 because I do mold litigation, so there is a lot

11 of cases that want me to help.

12 Q I'e seen

13 A The internal medicine infectious

14 disease is sort of like -- like this case, has

15 stayed relatively even.

16 Q But because of the mold litigation in

17 which you have been involved, you are offering

18 opinions in a lot more cases than you used to?

19 A Correct.

20 Q And I noted that one of the things you

21 provided to us prior to going on the record here

22 is what I have marked as Deposition Exhibit 4,

23 which is essentially a brief one-page

24 description of you and your practice and your

25 expertise, correct?

Fink Ec Carney Reporting and Video Services
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A Correct.

Q At the bottom of that, it indicates

4 that you have -- because of your experience

5 treating mold exposed patients, you had

6 presented at a number of conferences on the

7 subject; is that fair to say?

A Yes.

Q Now, are you affiliated with any expert

10 services'?

11 A What do you mean by affiliated?

12 Q To your knowledge, is your name listed

13 on like, for example, New England Medical

14 Consultants Expert Service, or on similar such

15 sites?

16 A I pay for my name to be with SEAK and

17 ALM.

18

19

Q What was the second one?

A ALM.

20 Q Do most of the cases in which you have

21 been asked to work as an expert come through

22 those services, to your knowledge?

23

24

A Actually, I don't think so this year.

Q How, if you know, did Ms. Boyle or her

25 firm, or Mr. Murphy or his firm find you?

Fink & Carney Reporting and Video Services
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A I don't recall.

Q Had you previously worked with Celine

4 Boyle?

5 I 'm sorry for my foggy memory. I

6 believe I worked on another case with her, or

7 I'm working on —— I think so. I would have to

8 check.

Q So, you think there may be another case

10 in which you and Celine have consulted'

11 Right.

12 Q Celine was recently with a firm called

13 Smith, Elliot that has now been merged into a

14 larger firm based out of New Hampshire called

15 Shaheen S Gordon. Do you know if you previously

16 worked with Shaheen 6 Gordon before those merger

17 of firms occurred?

18 I don't recall the name.

19 Q Is this the first time you'e met

20 Mr. Murphy'

21 Yes.

22 Q Have you met with Celine Boyle in

23 person before?

25

No.

Q So, you'e spoken to her or someone in

Fink k Carney Reporting and Video Services
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2 her office by phone?

A Yes.

Q And in connection with this case, prior

5 to meeting Mr. Murphy for a few minutes before

6 this deposition started, had you met with

7 anybody from Ms. Boyle's firm, to your

8 knowledge, in person?

A No.

10 Q Have all the consultations or

11 discussions regarding this case been by

12 telephone?

13 A Yes.

14 Q For how long have you been acting as an

15 expert witness?

16 A I started with the Legal Aid Society

17 with prisoners of HIV back in, I believe it was

18 probably 1990, maybe it was more '92, but in the

19 early '90s. I just did a little bit of legal

20 expert work on the side when people sought me

21 out. I didn't do any -- it was just word of

22 mouth.

23 Q What I want to try to tease out a

24 little bit is, is it fair for me to understand

25 that the expert work, for example, that you do

Fink & Carney Reporting and Video Services
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2 in the mold cases has to do with whether or not

3 a given plaintiff's exposure to mold caused

4 whatever illness they'e complaining of?

A It's -- it can be partly that. It'
6 complicated. Mold cases are really complicated.

7 Q That I understand.

Xhat I'm trying to get at i.s, you

9 understand that in this case -- this is a

10 medical malpractice or medical negligence case,

11 right?

12

13

A Yes.

Q In the medical negligence cases, there

14 are essentially or oftentimes two issues. One,

15 did the medical healthcare professional or

16 practitioner breach the standard of care. Do

17 you understand that term?

18 A Yes.

19 Q And the second part of that is, if he

20 or she did breach a standard of care, the next

21 question is, did that breach cause harm or

22 injury? So, that's called the causation part of

23 the equation.

My understanding is that you are being

25 offered here on the causation side of the case

Fink 8c Carney Reporting and Video Services
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2 as opposed to offer opinions of whether or not

3 any of the physicians at Parkview met the

4 standard of care. Is that your understanding'?

A Rephrase. I was having another

6 thought, sorry. Please rephrase.

7 Q I am trying to understand what your

8 role is in this case. Do you know whether you

9 are being offered as a causation witness, that

10 is on the injury or damage as opposed to whether

11 or not any of the physicians met the standard of

12 care?

13

14

A I understand I am to address both.

Q And which of the physicians involved in

15 this case are you here to offer opinions about

16 standard of care?

17 A My understanding is it's the physician

18 who saw her on the July 6th evaluation, I

19 believe that's -- is that Rand? And all of the

20 physicians who were involved in that, as well as

21 discharging her from there, whose named begins

22 with and M.

Q Mechtenberg?

24 A Yeah. I thought I was supposed to be

25 evaluating in general the hospital. Because

Fink & Carney Reporting and Video Services
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2 isn't it a lawsuit between the plaintiff and the

3 hospital'

Q Among others, yes.

MR. RAPAPORT: Let's go off the

record right now.

MR. COFFIN: Let me just finish

8 something first.
MR. RAPAPORT: Okay.

10 Q I want to show you what I have marked

11 as Exhibit 2, which is Plaintiff's Supplemental

12 Designation of Expert Witness, and I want to ask

13 whether you'e seen that document before. And

14 in particular, you are mentioned on Page 2 of

15 that.
A I believe I saw this. I don't recall

17 exactly, but I remember -- yes.

18 Q If you could just review the part under

19 your name.

20 A Yes.

21 Q Just to yourself. You don't have to

22 read it aloud.

23 A Yes.

Q My question to you, Dr. Grant, you'e
25 read the summary of what you are expected to

Fink & Carney Reporting and Video Services
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2 testify about. Is that a reasonable summary of

3 the opinions you hold in this case?

8

10

12

13

14

15

16

A Those are my opinions.

MR. COFFIN: Can we go off the record

for a minute, please.

(Discussion off the record)

MR. COFFIN: While we were off the

record, we had a discussion among counsel

about whether or not Dr. Grant is being

offered as a causation expert or a

standard of care expert. Mr. Murphy

agreed that the designation appears to

imply that she is being offered on the

subject of causation only as opposed to

the standard of care, correct?

17 MR. MURPHY: Correct.

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

MR. RAPAPORT: Let me just put on the

record that based on the doctor'

testimony, she understood she was going

to be giving opinions on standard of

care. As Mr. Coffin indicated, that'

not contained in the designation, and we

are in no way prepared to examine the

doctor. If she is going to choose and

Fink & Carney Reporting and Video Services
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select Dr. Grant instead of Dr. Aura to

be the standard of care expert, we expect

a written designation and reserve the

right to reopen the deposition.

MR. MURPHY: Understood.

THE WITNESS: I'm not sure I

understand, but that's all right.

MR. RAPAPORT: It's lawyer stuff.
10 BY MR. COFFIN:

11 Q You said you started doing expert work

12 in 1982?

13

14

A No, '92. Around then. I'm not sure.

Q That's fine. In terms of the cases in

15 which you'e been an expert, you'e already

16 mentioned the mold cases. Approximately, of the

17 cases you are asked to review, how many of them

18 involve issues of medical negligence on the part

19 of healthcare conditions?

20 A Not so many. The majority are standard

21 of care. Reviewing cases to see if they are

22 legitimate cases for lawyers, and that kind of

23 work.

24 Q You just used the term standard of

25 care, which implies a medical issue. In most of

Fink k. Carney Reporting and Video Services
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2 the cases in which you have been an expert and

3 you have been asked by plaintiff's counsel, are

4 they plaintiffs representing patients against a

5 physician, or are they representing plaintiffs

6 who have been injured by something, like mold,

7 or exposure to mold?

A Well, before the mold, it was mostly

9 plaintiffs against physicians.

10 Q And in the cases where the physician

11 was the defendant, were you asked to opine on

12 the issue of whether the physician's negligence

13 caused injury, or were you asked to opine on

14 whether the physician met the standard of care?

15 A This is where I'm foggy. I'm not sure

16 why those are different. Because to me, if
17 something was mismanaged and it caused a

18 problem, that's substandard care. So, I'm

19 sorry, I'm a little
20 Q For example, in this case, one of the

21 issues in this case will be what was the cause

22 of Ms. Schmidt's death. Was it urosepsis, was

23 it SIRS, was it some undetected unknown cancer.

24 There is a number of different possibilities out

25 there. My understanding is that you are going

Fink & Carney Reporting and Video Services
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2 to be commenting on that issue; is that correct?

3 A I was going to be commenting on that,

yes. End I was also going to be commenting on

5 -- this is where I'm getting very confused,

6 because if an evaluation is not done correctly

7 and it results in causing illness, I'm having a

8 hard time understanding why those are actually

9 separate subjects.

10 Q Instead of trying to focus on that now,

11 we will tease that out as we go along when we

12 evaluate your opinions.

13 You said you have been doing expert

14 work since 1992. The number of cases has

15 increased in the recent years largely to the

16 number of mold cases in which you have been

17 involved, correct?

19

A Correct.

Q In terms of the expert work -- and you

20 said you are affiliated with or paid to be

21 affiliated with two expert services, but you

22 don't know how you were found -- how Ms. Boyle

23 found you in this case, correct?

25

Correct.

Q What do you charge for your expert

Fink & Carney Reporting and Video Services
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2 services?

A. 500 an hour.

4 Q Is that from the get go, from review of

5 the records such as you did in this case?

A Yes, that's my current.

7 Q Do you charge a different fee for

8 depositions or court time?

10

No, just 500 an hour.

Q So, it's a straight 500 all the way

11 through the case?

12

13

A Yes.

Q What approximately is your average

by a

14 yearly income from the expert work?

15 A This year it's going to be more. You

16 told me not to guess, but I'm guessing.

17 Q In this case, I'm asking for you to

18 estimate.

19 A I'l estimate it was around 30 to 40.

20 I mean, that might be over, but it's sort of a

21 blur because this year has been very difficult.

22 Q To your knowledge, have you ever been

23 excluded from testifying as an expert

24 court'?

25 A I'e been partly excluded. Is this the

Fink & Carney Reporting and Video Services
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2 correct answer to your question? I was being

3 deposed on a mold case, and he said I was

4 excluded from commenting on GYN because I wasn'

5 a gynecologist. That's correct.

6 Q So, there has been a case where a

7 determination was made that you shouldn'

8 comment on the standard of care for gynecologist

9 because you were not a gynecologist?

A That happened in that case, but I still
11 continued to represent the case.

12 Q And you were still allowed to testify
13 on other subjects?

14 A Yes.

15 Q And have you been excluded wholesale,

16 to your knowledge, from any case?

17 A No.

18 Q Are you aware of whether or not any

19 court has found your opinions to be lacking in

20 foundation in that case?

21

22

23

A I'e passed two Frye hearings.

Q So, you'e undergone two Frye hearings?

A And -- what's the correct term? I was

24 accepted.

25 Q You were allowed to testify in those

Fink & Carney Reporting and Video Services
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2 cases?

Yes.

Q Were those cases in New York State?

5 I actually think there was a third one.

6 Yes, they were in New York State.
7 Q Frye is not the standard in a lot of

8 states. That's the reason I was asking. Some

9 states use what's called Daubert, which is
10 slightly different. Have you ever heard of a

11 Daubert Challenge?

12 A I was involved in a case in I believe

13 2008 from Katrina mold. A lot of these terms

14 went over my head. Maybe I did pass one then,

15 but I didn't understand what was going on.

16 Q Fair enough.

17 In most of the cases in which you

18 ultimately testified in court, have you also

19 been deposed in those cases?

20 A Yes.

21 Q And you told me, I think at the

22 beginning, that to the best of your knowledge,

23 you have given ten or more depositions over the

24 years?

25 A Yes.

Fink & Carney Reporting and Video Services
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Q Are there any particular law firms with

3 whom you work frequently? And this might be

4 true in the mold area, because there is a lot of

5 litigation in that area.

6 I'v'e had like two cases, two or three.

7 I'm not giving my life over to being an expert

8 witness. I see patients. So, I have recurrent

9 cases'ith -- I have one law firm that I have

10 done two or three cases with. That's the max.

12

Q What's the name of that firm?

A It's here in White Plains. It'
13 Gaines, Gruner, Ponzini & Novick. It's attorney

14 Ted Novick.

15 Q N —0—V—A —K?

16 A N —0—V —I—C —K

17 Q I am going to show you what I'e marked

18 as Deposition Exhibit Number 1, which is a copy

19 of the amended notice to take your deposition.

20 I think we were scheduled once earlier and it
21 had to be rescheduled. Have you seen that

22 notice of deposition?

23 A I saw it. I scanned it quickly.

24 Q In communicating with Ms. Boyle's

25 office, have you communicated largely by

Fink k Carney Reporting and Video Services
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2 telephone?

Yes.

Q Did you communicate also by email?

A No. Only where -- little things.

6 Phone call here.

Q So, logistical stuff?

A Only arranging phone call time or

Q That Notice of Deposition asks you to

10 bring a number of things with you, which I

11 understand that you have done, including you

12 provided us with a copy of a more up-to-date

13 version of your CV than we previously had. It'
14 marked Exhibit Number 3, and it's dated

15 December 30, 2013.

16 A Correct.

17 Q To your knowledge, is that the most

18 recent iteration of your CV?

19 A That's the most recent. It needs to be

20 updated for 2014, but it's pertinent.

21 Q And you also brought with you a binder

22 and some loose materials that comprise your file

23 in this case; is that correct'?

25

A Correct.

Q My understanding is that the medical

Fink & Carney Reporting and Video Services
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2 records that you reviewed in connection with

3 this case are contained on a CD which you then

4 viewed on your computer; is that correct?

A Correct.

6 Q And in reviewing the medical records in

7 this case, you also made extensive notes

8 referring to dates. I believe you also

9 indicated the page number, the Bates label on

10 the medical record, correct?

A Right.

Q I'e quickly perused the notes that you

13 made in this case. Are these notes primarily

14 your review of the medical records and your

15 pulling out from those records pertinent facts,

16 medical facts that you feel were relevant to

17 your opinions

18

19

A Yes.

Q Do these notes, if you know, because I

20 haven't read them thoroughly, do they contain

21 any summaries anywhere of the opinions you hold

22 in this case, or are these simply medical facts?

23 A They'e facts, but, for example, on

24 Page 4, I have at the top I noted that they

25 never addressed the low calcium or nutrition, so

Fink & Carney Reporting and Video Services
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2 that wasn't fact, that was sort of

Q That's sort of an opinion?

A That's not so much an opinion as a

5 summation of what I was noting.

6 Q Okay. But in these notes, you didn '

7 attempt to outline which are the opinions that

8 are, for example, set forth in the designation

9 of you as an expert in this case?

10 A No. This is just trying to get an

11 aerial view to see if there is significant

12 patterns.

13

14

(Discussion off the record)

(Multi-page document marked as

15

16

Deposition Exhibit 5 as of this date)

Q The notice also asked you to bring your

17 complete file, which I think you said you have

18 done, correct'?

19 A Yes.

20 Q And as I understand it, that file

21 contains a number of depositions of the various

22 parties in this case?

A Yes.

Q Can you just list for me the

25 depositions that you have read in connection
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2 with this case?

3 A Dr. Onion, Dr. Verghese, and Dr.

4 Carling.

5 Q Any others'? It looks like there are

6 others there.

A These are just my retention contract.

8 Oh, yes. This is just -- that's Dr. Onion

9 again. And this was the -- these are just

10 letters, notices. They didn't have any data in

11 them. Do you want to see them?

12 Q What's underneath that right there,

13 underneath the binder?

14 A Oh, these would be --- these are what

15 came with Onion's. Those are his

16 Q The exhibits to Dr. Onion's deposition?

17 A Yes.

18 Q So, it was Dr. Onion, Dr. Carling, and

19 Dr. Verghese were the three depositions that you

20 reviewed?

21 A Yes.

22 Q You were not sent copies of depositions

23 of Dr. Mechtenberg, Dr. Linville, and Dr. Rand,

24 correct?

25 A I don't recall.
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2 Q It appears that you were not sent

3 copies of the depositions of Mr. Schmidt, Henry

4 Schmidt, the person representing the estate.

A I don't recall.

Q You were also asked, so you brought

7 with you everything that was in your file saved

8 to CD in which the medical records were

9 contained, correct?

10 A Correct.

Q Do you have any notes that you kept on

12 a computer at home that you did not bring with

13 you, or any other such records'?

No.

15 Q In reaching the opinions that you hold

16 in this case, did you engage in any medical

17 literature research, either in a library, on the

18 internet, or otherwise, in connection with this

19 case?

20 A I relied primarily on my experience.

21 To me, this case was fairly straight forward. I

22 constantly keep up with reading journals,

23 internet, so forth, Medline.

24 Q So, for example, you did not take a

25 look at up-to-date or Medline or PubMed or any
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2 of those services specifically to find something

3 out that you wanted to know about this case; is

4 that my understanding?

A That's true.

6 Q In reaching the opinions you hold in

7 this case, have you relied on any known

8 guidelines promulgated by any of the major

9 societies, such as the Infectious Disease

10 Society of America, in reaching your opinions?

11 A Infectious Disease Society of America,

12 I'm a member and I do -- I read their

13 literature.
14 Q So I understand

15

16

A I didn ' speci fically.

Q Specifically go to one of those

17 guidelines.

18

19

A No, I didn'.
Q So, you primarily relied on your

20 education, training, and experience in

21 reaching

22 A Also, my experience and training is in

23 infectious disease. So, I follow those

24 standards as the standards of the society I am a

25 member of.
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Q You said that you have a fee agreement

3 or contract that's one of the tabs in your

4 notebook?

5 A Where did I put that? Yes. Do you

6 need to see this too?

7 Q Yes. I would like to see that. We

8 probably won't copy it, but I would just like to

9 see it.
10

12

13

15

MR. COFFIN: I am going to mark this

and make a copy and give you back the

original at a break.

(Medical Expert Retention Contract

marked as Deposition Exhibit 6 as of this

date)

16 Q In connection with your work as an

17 expert witness, you have drafted a medical

18 expert witness retention contract that you

19 utilize in your cases; is that correct?

20 A Yes. I had legal -- I had a lawyer

21 create that.

22

23

24

Q Assist you with this?

A Yes. I didn't create it myself.

Q And it appears that taking away -- I am

25 not going to re-copy the CV that's part of this
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2 document, but it appears that the medical expert

3 retention contract is a seven-page document that

was signed by Ms. Boyle and sent to you under

5 cover letter dated July 24, 2013?

6 A Yes.

7 Q Which included a 92,500 retainer for

8 you to begin your review of this case, correct?

A Actually, I need to correct -- let me

10 check and see. Yes, that's correct. I just

11 wanted to make sure I was correct on my rate.

12 Q So, when we take a break at some point,

13 we'l make a copy of just the seven page

14 retention contract and make that an exhibit.

15 You'l agree that that has been marked as

16 Exhibit 6?

17

18

A I agree.

Q Now I want to talk a little bit about

19 your background. You currently practice out of

20 a practice that goes under the name Integrative

21 Medicine Group?

22 Yes.

23 Q How many employees are there in

24 Integrative Medicine Group?

25 A At the moment, it's just me.
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Q You don't have any staff?

A No.

Q And that's located on Benedict Avenue

5 in Tarrytown?

6 A Yes.

Q For how long have you practiced out of

8 Integrative Medicine Group?

9 A Actually, I started my private practice

10 in 1996. Integrative Medicine -- yeah, that'

11 when I started having a private practice,

12 although I continued working in the hospital.

13 Q Did you say 1986 or

A 1996.

15 Q So, let's talk about it. From your CV,

16 which we'e mark as Exhibit 3, I understand that

17 you graduated from the University of

18 Pennsylvania with a BA in Literature in 1975,

19 correct?

20

21

A Correct.

Q You then, it appears, you pursued music

22 during that period of time as well?

A Correct.

Q And eventually then went back to the

25 post baccalaureate pre-medicine sciences program
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2 at Columbia University?

3 Correct.

Q And completed that in 1978, after which

5 you entered medical school at Albert Einstein

6 College of Medicine, graduating in 1982?

A Correct.

8 Q And then it appears you then entered

9 into your residency in internal medicine at

10 Montefiore Medical Center?

11 A Correct.

12 Q And I guess completed that residency in

13 1985, correct?

15

A Correct.

Q And you are board certified in internal

16 medicine?

17

18

19

20

21

A Yes.

Q Have you had to re-certify?

A No.

Q Are you grandfathered, so called?

A Yes.

22 Q And then it also appears that you

23 completed a clinical research fellowship in

24 infectious disease in the Memorial

25 Sloan-Kettering cancer center in 1988?
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A Yes.

Q That was a three-year fellowship?

Yes.

5 Q Were you working full time in that

6 fellowship, that research fellowship'

A Full time.

8 Q Your CV speaks for itself, but you have

9 taken numerous additional courses, it appears,

10 in nutrition, medical acupuncture, in sort of

11 other forms of integrative medicine over the

12 years, is that true?

13 A That's true.

Q So, after completing your fellowship at

15 Memorial Sloan-Kettering in 1988, tell me about

16 your employment history. Where did you go to

17 work upon completing your fellowship?

18 A I was hired at Bronx Lebanon Hospital,

19 which was considered point zero for the AIDS

20 epidemic as the first full —time infectious

21 disease specialist trained in AIDS. And I

22 worked there almost 12 years helping to start

23 the AIDS program. Helping teach -- doing

24 epidemiology of HIV, helping develop an

25 infection control department.
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I was -- and then I was doing teaching

3 medical students, teaching residents, teaching

4 doctors how to recognize infection complications

5 and immunocompromised patients and how to treat

6 them.

Q That is on your CV as an attending

8 infectious disease specialist at Bronx Lebanon

9 Hospital 1988 through 1999?

10 A Yes.

Q And it looks as though -- what was the

12 next position that you took after that?

13 A That's when I branched off and just

14 started this —— started working full time at

15 Integrative Medical Group and I -- at that time

16 I was working with other doctors for training.

17 And there were physical therapists and

18 Q So, there were multiple specialists

19 that worked with you under the umbrella of

20 Integrative Medicine?

21 A Yes. It was the same office. It's not

22 like they were —— they weren't hired. They were

23 just

Q Are you currently on the staff of any

25 hospitals?
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A I'm considered -- I'm not on staff. I

3 don't have admitting privileges, but I'm -- I'e
got to read the term myself on my own CV. I'm

5 clinical assistant professor at New York Medical

6 College, and I teach there, and then medical

7 students rotate through my practice.

8 Q So, medical students will come into

9 your office and work side by side with you on a

10 given day that they happen to be there'?

12

A Yes.

Q What's the last time that you admitted

13 a patient to a hospital?

14 A I don't -- I got considerable burnout

15 doing nothing but full-time medicine at Bronx

16 Lebanon. I arrange admitting my patients

17 indirectly through other doctors in the

18 hospitals, but I do not do in-hospital work

19 anymore by choice.

20 Q Tell me how you would spend a typical

21 week in the practice of medicine.

22

23

A Seeing patients.

Q Do you see patients five days a week?

A Yes.

25 Q So, I know today you are here at this
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2 deposition. Did you see any patients this

3 morning before coming here?

A No. I'm by appointment, and I -- I

5 seek to help people with very complicated

6 conditions. I am not doing routine primary

7 care, because that's what I am good at.
8 Everything is by appointment. People schedule.

Q And do you accept medical insurance,

10 health insurance?

11 A I'm called the -- I don't have a staff

12 to chase down being paid by insurance companies,

13 so I just give them the forms to submit

14 themselves.

15 Q So, if a patient was scheduled to see

16 you say this afternoon at 3:00, he or she would

17 be expected to pay you for your services,

18 correct?

19 A Yes.

20 Q And then they would then submit, if
21 they chose to do so, that charge to their

22 healthcare provider, their health insurance

23 provider?

25

A Correct.

Q And approximately how many patients per
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3 A It depends. If it's a mold case, they

4 take literally three hours to four hours because

5 they are so complicated in terms of

6 environmental education and physical. But if
7 it's not a mold case, not a new case, I can see

8 about usually five. It's very variable. Some

9 people just come to me for acupuncture.

10 Q And do you have a rate that you charge

11 for your services, patient services?

12 A I just have a standard schedule with a

13 99201, you know, all the

14

15

Q CPT codes?

A -- CPT codes, and what my rate is for

16 that.
17 Q For example, a mold patient, you said

18 that might take three hours to do a complete

19 history, physical evaluation, and assessment,

20 correct?

21

22

A Right.

Q And that would result in a certain

23 charge, whereas an acupuncture patient might

24 come in for, I don't know how long,

25 half-an-hour, an hour?
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A Usually around 40 minutes, 45 minutes.

Q And that would have a different charge,

correct?

It's just according to the schedule.

Q So, let's talk about that. When you

7 see a patient in your role as an infectious

8 disease consultant for say mold or otherwise, do

9 you take a history from the patient?

10

12

13

A Yes.

Q Do you perform a physical examination?

A Yes.

Q And do you make an assessment and come

14 up with a plan'

15 A Yes.

16 Q Do you do a similar process when you

17 are acting as an acupuncturist?

18 A Yes.

19 Q Are you currently doing any internal

20 medicine? I know infectious disease is a

21 subspecialty of internal medicine, but do you

22 practice general primary care in any sense of

23 the word?

24 A Now, my understanding of the term

25 primary care is almost more of a -- I'm always
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2 practicing internal medicine. Am I involved

3 in -- when I'm assessing somebody, whether they

4 have been exposed to mold or not, I'm always

5 looking for malnutrition, reasons for

6 immunosuppression. This is all internal

7 medicine. Where are they in terms of kidney

8 function, diabetes. I don't think there is a

9 case that doesn't have internal medicine in it.
10 Q For example, what I guess I'm getting

11 at is, a patient comes in, is referred to you

12 because they believe they have been exposed to

13 mold and have a number of maladies that result

14 therefrom. You said you take a history, perform

15 a physical evaluation, reach an assessment.

16 Suppose that patient also has the comorbidity of

17 diabetes, do you prescribe medicine for their

18 diabetes? Do you follow those patients

19 longitudinally for their diabetes, or would you

20 refer them back to their regular or primary care

21 physician?

22 A The answer is both. If they have a

23 primary doctor, I'm very happy and eager to have

24 the primary doctor be on my team or me be on

25 their team. To me, that's normal medicine. If
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2 they don't have a doctor, then I feel obligated

3 to try to get them one, or help them.

4 Q So, what percentage of your practi.ce,

5 however you want to break it down, in terms of

6 weekly or monthly, involves infectious

7 disease/internal medicine versus the sort of

8 non-traditional either eastern or oriental,

9 whatever the term is these days, forms of

10 medicine, such as acupuncture, and I think I saw

11 somewhere that you also specialize in herbology,

12 is that the term?

13 A It's part of eastern medicine, yes.

14 Q So, what percentage of your practice

15 involves those specialties, if you will?

A It's from -- ten percent.

17 Q How is it that you became interested in

18 sort of non-traditional non-western medicine?

19 A Actually, personal experience in my own

20 health in the '70s and '80s. And then AIDS

21 patients often got treatment from oriental

22 practitioners. And when I was medical director

23 of Highbridge Woodycrest, which was a long-term

24 care -- I did it part time for a year, a

25 long-term facility care for AIDS patients. They
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2 had a Chinese doctor in there doing Chinese

3 medicine. I was very much impressed with how

4 much better those patients were doing than -- I

5 was still working at Bronx Lebanon, so I had

6 these simultaneous. End that's when -- that was

7 right before I decided to go forward and get

8 acupuncture. It was obvious that people who did

9 both medicines did better.
1Q Q In terms of your CV here, I mean, under

11 the category current positions, I mean, for

12 example, it says Integrative Medicine Group

13 executive director in 1998. I think that'

14 through the present, correct?

16

A Yes.

Q And, for example, under New York

17 Medical Colj ege, clinical assistant professor,

18 Department of Family Medicine, 1998, is that

19 still ongoing, or was that for a set period of

2 Q time?

21

22

A No, these are current.

Q So, these are from that date to the

23 present?

24 A I received my training in acupuncture

25 at New York Medical College and they
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2 subsequently hired me to teach.

3 Q Is that what you teach at New York

4 Medical College'

Not now, no. They no longer have that

6 division.

Q Living in Balance, executive director.

8 Is that another entity that you are involved in?

10

A Yes.

Q What is Living in Balance?

11 Living in Balance is just the space it
12 rents, my office space.

13

14

Q And what is the Minwen Sun Foundation?

A That's a not-for-profit that my father

15 created for medical research almost over

16 40 years ago. He passed, and then I inherited

17 it. And it's a non-profit devoted to medical

18 research.

19 Q Does it fund research performed by

20 others?

21 A Right now it's in the process of being

22 revitalized. I was too busy to do anything with

23 it for ten years, and I'e only recently hired

24 the woman who worked with me at Bronx Lebanon on

25 HIV epidemiology, and she's come to be the vice
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2 president, revitalize it, and we are trying to

3 get it to fund more research.

Q What about Grant Water x Company, small

A That's my father's landholding company

7 in Michigan, which is not -- it's -- what's the

8 word? It's not doing well.

9 Q And Grant Air Mass Corporation'

10 A That's my father's company that

11 manufactured -- sold inventions that he

12 invented.

13

14

15

Q Is that in Michigan as well?

A No. That's in Connecticut.

Q Where did you grow up?

A Connecticut.

17 Q Are you currently engaged or involved

18 in any clinical trials or research yourself'

A I was involved -- I haven't followed up

20 on that XMRV study. I was involved with that,

21 seeing patients and enrolling them and being in

22 part of the Columbia University research.

23 That's something I have to follow up on. I

24 believe it's closed, but it's on there because I

25 haven't made the phone call. So, it probably
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2 belongs in past activities.
3 Q It appears from your CV that the last

4 article you published was in approximately 1994?

A Correct. What's there is the best of

6 my knowledge. And that's the last article.

7 I'e published a number of abstracts.

8 Q Are you currently engaged in any

9 research or writing that you expect to result in

10 publication of any peer review literature'

12

A Yes. Mold related.

Q So, it sounds as though a great deal of

13 your professional time is spent in connection

14 with mold cases; is that true'?

15 A It's -- in this last year, it's just

16 getting -- it's becoming that way.

17 Q Are you still involved in the treatment

18 o f any HIV AIDS patients?

19 A A handful.

20 Q Are these patients that you have known

21 for many years, or are they new patients?

22 A They are new patients. The HIV people

23 are doing much better than they used to.

24 Q When is the last time that you treated

25 a patient, either in your office setting or in a
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2 hospital setting, for a presumed urinary tract
3 infection?

A I don't -- even last month. That's not

5 an uncommon condition, especially in women.

Q When did you last work in a hospital

7 setting as a consultant on a case involving a

8 patient with an infectious disease, or an

9 alleged infectious disease?

10 A You mean when was the last time 1 was

11 hospital based?

12

13

Q When you were hospital based.

1999.

14 Q Dr. Grant, what do you understand to be

15 the reason that urinalysis was ordered for

16 Dorothy Schmidt on July 6, 2009?

17 A She was being evaluated for shortness

18 of breath, and the urinalysis is important in

19 that.
20 Q How do you understand it that she came

21 to be seen at Parkview Adventist Medical Center

22 on July 6th?

23 A Her chief complaint was shortness of

24 breath, and she was being evaluated for that.
25 Q She was sent to the hospital for
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2 evaluation of shortness of breath is your

3 understanding?

That's what I recall.

5 Q End when she was seen at the hospital,

6 what was the reason that urinalysis was ordered'?

A The reason, she -- it's standard to get

8 a urinalysis in a patient who has shortness of

9 breath, edema, and elevated creatinine

10 indicating kidney impairment.

11 Q And what do you understand the

12 urinalysis showed'?

13 The urinalysis showed proteinuria. It
14 showed white cells, polyuria. And it showed

15 bacteria. Wait. I'm looking at the wrong

16 urinalysis. Wait. Let me go back. Scratch

17 that, please. I was looking at the 19th.

18 Oh, no, yes, it is. It showed a

19 protein of 30. It shows nitrites, which

20 indicates an active multiplying infection is

21 going on. Leukocyte esterase, which means

22 activated white cells, that the immune system

23 was thinking this was an infection. And then

24 there were -- there was polyuria. Ten to 20

25 white cells is not normal. And there were many
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2 bacteria.

3 Q So, I mean, how would you have

4 interpreted that urinalysis result'? What

5 conclusion would you reach based on that?

6 A I conclude that's an infected urine

7 with signs of kidney trouble.

8 Q Are you familiar with the term

9 asymptomatic bacteruria?

10 A Very.

11 Q Would you consider that to be

12 consistent with asymptomatic bacteruria?

13

14

A Absolutely not.

Q Why not?

15 A Asymptomatic bacteruria is just
16 bacteria. Not white cells. Not proteinuria.

17 Not leukocytes esterase. And not elevated white

18 count. And it's also you got to have somebody

19 with no symptoms. She had incontinence.

20 Q According to whom?

A If it's said in the report, it's data.

22 A doctor has got to take the data, all data,

23 into account. And not noticing -- and also her

24 creatinine bumped from 1.5. She had a normal

25 creatinine before. She is having probably
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2 she was starting to have kidney trouble right

3 there. And she had edema. She had lots of

4 the other big tip off that this was an infection

5 was she also had elevated monocytes, and she had

6 other signs of an infection. So, this is not

7 asymptomatic at all.
8 Q And what is the treatment, in your

9 view'? How would you treat that urine result,

10 that urinalysis?

11 A Almost any antibiotic would have

12 worked. It was a sensitive E. coli. A standard

13 treatment. She had a UTI.

14 Q As of the time of the urinalysis, they

15 didn't know it was E. Coli, correct?

16 A They did know it was gram-negative

17 rods. It would have been standard of care,

18 knowing there were gram-negative rods, to await

19 the E. coli but to start antibiotics waiting to

20 find out which organism it is.
21

22

23

25

MR. RAPAPORT: Based on our earlier

discussion, I move to strike that answer.

THE WITNESS: May I understand? I'm

not supposed to use that term, standard

of care? I want to speak your language,
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10

12

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

25

please.

MR. RAP%PORT: Doctor, as we said

earlier, you have been designated by the

attorneys for Ms. Schmidt's estate to

testify on the issue of causation.

THE WITNESS: Okay. So don't use

that term.

MR. RAPAPORT: Well, we are not here

to ask you questions on your opinions of

whether you think any doctor breached a

standard of care. They have already

designated an expert for that. We are

not prepared to ask you questions on

that. If they choose to do so, they are

going to let us know in writing, and we

are going to come back.

MR. MURPHY: If I may, the question

was, what is the treatment. And I

believe in the course of giving a

responsive answer to that question, she

included that the standard of care for

treatment for this condition was such and

such and so and so.

MR. RAP%PORT: She asked for an
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explanation.

THE WITNESS: Yeah, I want to know.

4 Q My question, that urinalysis result,

5 first of all, you know that a culture was

6 subsequently obtained, correct?

Yes.

Q Why was a culture done?

9 A My understanding, from reviewing the

10 record in this case, they had a protocol that if
11 the urinalysis was abnormal, a culture would be

12 done.

13 Q So, is that what they call a reflex

14 culture, are you familiar with that term?

15 A No, I'm not.

16 Q Did a specific physician order a

17 culture, or was it just simply done as part of

18 the lab protocol, as you understand?

20

A I can't discern that from the record.

Q What are typical symptoms, signs and

21 symptoms of a urinary tract infection in an

22 elderly woman such as Dorothy Schmidt'

23 A They often can be minimal. The -- what

24 I see as a problem with this case is that she

25 was having memory problems, and urinary
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2 incontinence is of concern. It definitely is

3 urinary incontinence in this picture of

shortness of breath, edema, probable kidney

5 problems -- I'm getting tired.

Actually, I would like a glass of

7 water. Can we take a break? I will finish the

8 idea. I feel like I'm getting tired.

9 Q What I am going to come back to,

10 Doctor, I want you to think about it while we

11 are taking a break. What I want to know, not

12 necessarily in this case, but what are typical

13 signs and symptoms of a urinary tract infection

14 in an elderly woman?

15 A I'm starting to ramble, so I need a

16 glass of water.

Q If you want to think about that while

18 we take a break, and then we'l come back, and I

19 will ask you some further questions.

20 (Off the record)

21 Q Before we went off the record for a

22 short break, the question that I asked,

23 Dr. Grant, is for you to describe for me what

24 typical signs and symptoms of a urinary tract

25 infection are in an elderly female patient
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2 Yes. The elderly are considered

3 potentially immunocompromised based on the

4 immune system not being as robust. And in the

5 immunocompromise, symptoms can be minimal, and

6 you may get a fever, you may not get the

7 symptoms. And so, in the elderly, you have

8 to -- proper evaluation of any symptoms, or all

9 symptoms, should be carefully investigated.

10 Q So, I guess what I'm looking for is, if
11 somebody were suffering from a UTI, an elderly

12 female patient was suffering from a UTI, would

13 you expect them to have, for example, burning on

14 urination.

15

16

17

18

Not necessarily.

Q Would you expect them to have fever?

A Not necessarily.

Q Would you expect them to suffer from

19 incontinence?

20 A That's common. Indirect markers for an

21 immunocompromised person with a urine infection

22 could be mental status changes, elevation in the

23 glucose. It's indirect. A person doesn't say,

24 "I have a UTI." They drop their blood pressure.

25 They have indirect symptoms that don'
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2 necessarily look like a UTI on first evaluation.

3 Q Is it your opinion that on July 6th,

4 July 7th, 2009 that Dorothy Schmidt was

5 immunocompromised?

A Yes.

Q Why do you say she was

8 immunocompromised?

9 A Based on age. I also —— there is some

10 cognitive issues going on, cognitive

11 deterioration. The other marker for problems is

12 she had an elevated creatinine, and she was

13 starting to have kidney trouble. And people

14 with kidney -- once the body starts not

15 filtering the blood properly, then the chemistry

16 changes, and it also makes the immune system,

17 the white cells, respond slower.

18

19

Q And

A And she dropped -- right on the sixth,

20 they had showed that her creatinine is 1.5 and

21 her glomerular filtration rate was 36 instead of

22 being above 60. So, her kidneys weren'

23 filtering right, and she had edema, and she had

24 shortness of breath.

25 Q Was she suffering from any other
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2 conditions at that time, to your knowledge?

3 A The other thing -- she was obviously

4 anemic. You get anemia with kidney trouble.

5 And the other clue to an infectious process was

6 that her platelets. were abnormally elevated

7 above 400. And that is a marker for an also

8 common consequence of an ongoing infection.

9 Q Was her anemia related to the low white

10 blood cell count on her second July 19th

11 urinalysis?

12 A Was her anemia related -- wait.

13 Q On July 19th, there was a low white

14 blood cell count, correct?

15

16

A Yes, that's true.

Q Was that due to the fact that she was

17 anemic'?

18 A There is not a direct relationship, but

19 a low white count is a serious marker of immune

20 deficiency.

21 Q So, getting back to -- so, you believe

22 that she was immunocompromised on July 6, 7,

23 2009, correct?

24

25

A Yes.

Q And what about her presentation makes
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2 you believe that she had a symptomatic UTI on

3 July 6, 7?

The fact that she had urinary

5 incontinence and was having memory problems

6 is -- especially incontinence coupled with these

7 laboratory results makes the diagnosis for UTI

8 highly probable.

9 Q So, you said that in a patient who has

10 incontinence in and of itself, do you reach the

11 presumptive diagnosis of urinary tract
12 infection?

13 A Medicine is never done by one symptom,

14 and I can't answer that question.

15 Q So, in this case, what I understand you

16 are telling me is that her -- the reported

17 incontinence and the memory problems are why you

18 believe this was a symptomatic urinary tract
19 infection'?

20 Maybe the word you want is minimally

21 symptomatic. It certainly was not an

22 asymptomatic. This was a minimally symptomatic

23 patient, but who was immunocompromised. And

24 those are the ones where the doctor has to be

25 astute and look for associated markers for
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2 infection. The patient doesn't always just tell
3 you the diagnosis.

Q You would agree she wasn't -- she did

5 not -- she wasn't feverish, correct?

6 A That's correct. But she's elderly, and

7 that would be expected.

8 Q And she wasn't reporting -- there was

9 at least no reports in the record of burning on

10 urination?

11 A Which is also consistent.

12 Q Both fever and burning on urination can

13 be symptoms of a urinary tract infection,

14 correct?

15

16

17

18

A Those are the classic symptoms.

Q What are the other classic symptoms?

Urinary frequency.

Q Was she reporting any increased

19 frequency of urination?

20 A From reading the record with her

21 brother there, it sounded like she was having

22 memory problems and she was having incontinence

23 that she didn't even acknowledge. She didn'

24 even notice that she was having incontinence.

25 That's already a marker of cognitive impairment.
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2 Q And memory problems can be associated

3 with a number of different conditions, correct?

A This is true.

5 Q It can be caused by medications the

6 patient is taking, correct'?

A This is true.

Q It can be caused by the beginnings of

9 dementia?

10 A Yes.

Q It can be caused by early stages of

12 Alzheimer'?

13 A Yes.

14 Q There are probably other causes as

15 well, correct?

16 A Long list.
17 Q And so, from this record, to the extent

18 that she did have any memory problems, you can'

19 say what was the cause of hers, can you?

20 A No.

21 Q My understanding from the

22 designation

23 MR. MURPHY: I have a copy. Do you

24

25

want me to show her?

MR. COFFIN: Yes
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2 Q According to the designation, this,
3 again, is what the attorneys have said what they

4 expected you to opine, what they expect you to

5 testify to if asked to testify in court. And

6 this is the third paragraph. It says, "You are

7 expected to testify that the infection

8 Mrs. Schmidt was suffering from, identified by

9 the July 7, 2009 urinalysis, and the urine

10 culture July 9, 2009 was sensitive to

11 antibiotics and treatable." Is that your view?

12

13

A That is my view.

Q And among the type of antibiotics that

14 could be used to treat the infection, you said

15 it was an E. coli bacteria'?

16 A Yes.

17 Q E. coli is a very common bacteria found

18 in the urinary tract when there is an infection,

19 correct?

20 That's correct.

Q What are among the medicines that are

22 available to treat?

23 A There is Trimethoprim,

24 Sulfamethoxazole, or Ciprofloxacin.

Q What about nitrofurantoin?
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A Yes.

3 Q So, there is a number of different

4 medications that could treat them'?

A Yes.

6 Q I want to go back to the designation.

7 I think this will help us get through this more

8 quickly. "Further, Dr. Grant is expected to

9 testify that had Mrs. Schmidt received

10 antibiotic treatment for the infection in a

11 timely manner, more likely than not, she would

12 not have required a second hospitalization on

13 July 19, 2009." Is that your opinion?

14

15

A That's my opinion.

Q What is it about. her presentation that

16 led to a second hospitalization? What do you

17 understand to be the reason for the second

18 hospitalization on July 19th?

19 A My understanding of the pathogenesis of

20 this situation is that she -- E. coli is a

21 particular bacterium that is actually motile.

22 It can swim. And it swims up from the bladder

23 up into the kidney, and then can penetrate from

24 the, kidney into the bloodstream. So, in that

25 period of time, she went from having probably a
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2 cystitis in July 6th to a kidney infection that

3 became bloodborne by the 19th. So, it had

4 penetrated deeper into the body into a much more

5 complex and debilitating infection requiring

6 hospitalization in the intensive care unit.

7 Q What did you understand to be the

8 discharge instructions given to Ms. Schmidt when

9 she was discharged from Parkview on July 7,

10 2009?

11 A If I recall, it was some -- I didn'

12 write that down. I recall that she was told to

13 follow up with her doctor.

14 Q Do you know whether she did so between

15 then and July 19th?

16

17

A No.

Q Is there anything in the record that

18 would indicate she followed up with any of her

19 physicians?

20 A I didn't see that.

21 Q Hypothetically, if, in fact,

22 Mrs. Schmidt had a urinary tract infection on

23 July 7, 2009, as you believe she did, and that

24 infection goes untreated, how long does it
25 typically take before that infection becomes
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2 worse or becomes more problematic?

3 A Again, it varies completely with the

4 patient. Xe're talking hypothetically, and we

5 are going back to the spectrum of

6 immunocompromised, for example, if this was a

7 patient on chemotherapy, it would go, boom, like

8 that. She had some -- if I was going to scale

9 immunocompromised, she was somewhat

10 immunocompromised, not severely. So that this

11 evolution over ten days is very consistent with

12 the evolution of an infection.

13 Q And how quickly do patients with a

14 urinary tract infection presenting, as you

15 believe Ms. Schmidt did, on July 6, 7, 2009,

16 respond to antibiotics, if given?

A Oh, promptly. If she got treated

18 promptly in July -- if they had -- if she had

19 gotten treated promptly on July 7th, that would

20 have been excellent. If she had even been

21 treated any time before the 19th, her outcome,

22 more probably than not, would have been better.

23 It's a good point, because -- it would have

24 prevented her from developing a bloodborne

25 systemic infection.
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Q How common is asymptomatic bacteruria

3 in elderly women?

4 A It's pretty common.

5 Q And what do you typically expect to see

6 in a urinalysis result of an elderly woman with

7 asymptomatic bacteruria?

8 A You see bacteria. You may see a few

9 white cells, not a large number, like ten to 20

10 per high power field when you look in there.

11 That's a lot of white cells. So, it's just
12 Q What about nitrates?

13 A Not common. It's the urinalysis in its
14 total picture here. You certainly don't see

15 proteinuria. That's abnormal.

16 Q What about in a urine culture? If you

17 have a patient who, based on clinical
18 presentation, is asymptomatic, there is a

19 positive urine culture that grows out from the

20 urinalysis, from the urine sample, what type

21 of -- is there a level under which you expect to

22 see the number of bacteria?

23 A Actually, in the evaluation of a

24 urinary infection, there are two separate

25 samples, the urinalysis goes in one laboratory,
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2 and the microbiology goes to a microlaboratory.

3 And if you just did cultures on urine randomly,

because they can be contaminated very easily

5 just by collecting urine, many, many urine

6 cultures would come out positive. That's why

7 it's smart to get a urine culture after you find

8 an abnormal urinalysis. If you have a negative

9 urinalysis and a positive culture, that'

10 probably asymptomatic bacteria.

11 Q But is it your view that if you have a

12 positive urinalysis, you are likely to get a

13 positive culture in all cases?

14 A Again, it depends on the infection.

15 Some people have interstitial cystitis and they

16 will have an abnormal urinalysis. This is a

17 broad subject.

18 Q And is there a certain number of white

19 blood cells in a urine sample you would want to

20 see before you would be concerned about a UTI?

21 A Based on experience, if I see one to

22 three white cells, or five, that doesn't raise

23 my eyebrow; however, I would certainly follow

24 the patient closely.

25 Q So, you'e told me already that
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2 asymptomatic bacteruria is common in elderly

3 women, correct?

That's correct.

Q What are the risks associated with

6 asymptomatic bacteruria? Do those patients

7 typically go on to develop a symptomatic

8 infection, or do they tend to improve without

9 treatment?

10 A They can go both ways. Asymptomatic

11 bacteruria you just observe and you avoid over

12 treating with antibiotics, because many will

13 just resolve.

14 Q In fact, there are numerous clinical
15 trials and studies out there reporting that

16 one-third to two-thirds of patients who have

17 asymptomatic bacteruria are unnecessarily given

18 antibiotics, correct'?

19

20

A Right. Correct.

Q And that's a big concern of those of

21 you who practice infectious disease given the

22 risk of developing resistant forms of bacteria?

23 A Of course.

Q You said you are a member of the

25 Infectious Disease Society of America, correct'?
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A Correct.

Q And you know that they have a number of

4 guidelines that they have promulgated for the

5 treatment of asymptomatic bacteruria?

A Yes.

7 Q One of those, and this is on Page 651

8 of the IDSA guidelines, I want know if you agree

9 with this statement, "Although persons with

10 bacteruria are at increased risk of symptomatic

11 urinary infection, treatment of asymptomatic

12 bacteruria does not decrease the frequency of

13 symptomatic infection or improve other

14 outcomes."

15 A That's true, but that's not pertinent

16 here.

17 Q I know, because you don't believe she

18 was asymptomatic.

19 A This is not -- even without her

20 symptoms, if she was in a coma and I saw these

21 values, I would call this an infection. If she

22 couldn't talk to me at all, this is an

23 infection.

24 Q When you order urinalysis on a woman

25 such as Dorothy Schmidt, what do like to see, a
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2 clean void, do you like to use a Foley catheter,

3 what's the preferred method of obtaining that

4 ur inc?

A A clean catch, of course, because you

6 are trying not to get a contaminated urine. But

7 on a urinalysis, you cannot

8 Q What is the likelihood that routinely

9 collected urine in an elderly woman is
10 contaminated in some fashion?

11 A Collected by staff in an emergency

12 room -- and also, by the way, a marker for a

13 contaminated urine shows epithelial cells. This

14 didn't have epithelial cells. So, this was

15 collected in an emergency room, and I'm assuming

16 that the nurses did it properly.

17 Q So, you'e assuming that this was done

18 by the nurses as opposed to asking the patient

19 to do it herself?

20 A I can't determine that from the record.

21 But even if the patient did it herself, it
22 doesn't have any contamination with vaginal

23 or -- you know, cells or anything else.
24 Q How often, in your practice, do you

25 order urinalysis, or urine culture?
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A Depends on the symptoms. I mean I

3 often. I mean, If I have a patient with

4 symptoms, yes.

5 Q So, do you have a relationship with a

6 local lab that you send those to?

I work with Quest Diagnostics, Lab

8 Corp, White Plains Hospital, Phelps Hospital.

9 Or any -- really is it is based on where the

10 patient is. I give them a prescription to go

11 get worked up.

12 Q What is your opinion on the cause of

13 Mrs. Schmidt's death?

14 A My opinion on the cause of

15 Mrs. Schmidt's death was that she had this

16 untreated infection from early July which put

17 her in the ICU, and she ended up being septic,

18 hypotensive. And it was the same E. coli,
19 because the E. coli that was found in early July

20 had the same antibiotic pattern as the ones that

21 even grew out of the blood. She became -- she

22 just deteriorated. She became progressively

23 immunosuppressed, and even showing she had

24 kidney densities on her CT scan, which is
25 consistent with infection that reached the
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3 probable than not that she died because she had

4 this urinary infection that never was

5 recognized -- didn't get recognized in time.

Q Is it your opinion that on her

7 admission to Parkview on July 19th, the second

8 admission, that she was suffering from

9 urosepsis?

10 A Yes.

11 Q Why do you think that?

12 Infectious -- every infectious disease

13 case involves a determining causation and

14 collecting all the data to see if something is
15 possible or probable or definitive. And

16 definitive is defined when you get laboratory

17 and bacterial -- microbiological proof of the

18 organism. She had E. coli both in her urine and

19 in her blood. And that's considered a

20 definitive diagnosis of urosepsis.

21 Q Is it your opinion that the E. coli

22 originated in the urinary tract?

23 Yes.

Q Is there any other place that it could

25 have come from? If Ns. Schmidt had never been
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2 to the hospital on July 6th, 2009, and had never

3 had a urinalysis done at that time, and was, for

all extents and purposes, asymptomatic, but then

5 presented as she did on July 19th to the

6 hospital, without a prior positive culture,

7 would you have jumped to the conclusion that she

8 was likely suffering from urosepsis?

If I found E. coli in the blood —— your

10 hypothetical patient is somebody who has E. coli
11 in the blood, is that your question?

12 Q My question is, if Dorothy Schmidt had

13 presented on July 19, 2009 as she did, as the

14 record reflects that she did, but you didn'

15 have the information about the earlier positive

16 culture from July 9th

17 A So, I have the same patient. I have a

18 positive urine, a positive blood.

19 Q Positive urine on July 19th, not an

20 earlier one.

21 A Would I
22 Q Would your differential diagnosis still
23 have included urosepsis?

24 A It would still be my most probable

25 diagnosis. Because that's how E. coli
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2 penetrates into the bloodstream. It's not

3 common for E. coli to get access to the

4 bloodstream.

5 Q I know you told me earlier in the

6 deposition that you read Carling's deposition?

A Yes.

Q I take it that you disagree with the

9 opinions he holds in this case?

10 A Yes.

Q You told me that you believe she was

12 suffering from urosepsis on July 19th, correct'?

13 A Correct.

14 Q What factors are you taking into

15 consideration in support. of that opinion?

16 A As I already said, i.t was definitive

17 because you'e got blood -- isolation of E. coli
18 out of both the blood and the urine, and it is
19 the same E. coli that was found in the first
20 part of July.

And then there are many other markers

22 of severe infection. Clinically, she dropped

23 her blood pressure, which is a sepsis. She

24 required intensive care treatment. She had

25 again, she had proteinuria and hematuria in her
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2 urine. There was even more protein in her urine

3 on the 19th. She developed multiorgan

4 involvement. She had the echocardiogram that

5 showed a pericardial infusion. She probably had

6 seeding of her lungs with this bacteria. The

7 once the bacteria had reached the blood, it went

8 to the whole body. And her white count -- there

9 is many, many, many markers of an aggressive

10 infection.

Her peripheral smear showed toxic

12 granulization and toxic vacuolization of the

13 white cells, which means the white cells were

14 very activated. Her white count was as high as

15 21.9. Mind you, this is -- she was already

16 immunosuppressed. But in an elderly woman,

17 getting an infection of this degree causes

18 serious debility.

19 Q You keep saying she is
20 immunosuppressed. Why do you say she is already

21 immunosuppressed?

22 A She even dropped her white count.

23 Where was that'? She was neutropenic.

24 Neutropenia is very serious. Her white count

25 was down to 3.3 and her platelets remained
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2 elevated. She had 30 percent immature

3 granulocytes. They are called bands. This is

her bone marrow is spilling out. Activated

5 white cells. And her albumin deficient. She

6 was protein deficient. You need protein to have

7 an immune system. She was going down.

8 It's very likely that this infection

9 seeded. It didn't just go into the blood, it
10 went to the pericardium, it went to the lungs.

11 She really -- she got massively infected.

12 Q Let's go back to your designation, if
13 we can, for a minute.

14 A Go back to the who?

16

17

Q Designation.

A Okay.

Q I want to clarify something. It says

18 here, I guess the sixth paragraph, "Finally,

19 Dr. Grant is expected to testify that by

20 July 19, 2009, the untreated infection had

21 significantly compromised Mrs. Schmidt's ability

22 to recover even after the administration of

23 antibiotics, and more likely than not caused

24 and/or contributed to her death." Is that your

25 opinion?
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A Yes.

3 Q By the way, do you have an opinion on

4 the cause of her anemia in early July when she

5 was seen first by Dr. Linville in the office?

6 A Based on the record, I couldn'

7 determine the cause of the anemia. She did have

8 some -- there was one positive blood from her

9 stool. But she had evidence of kidney disease,

10 and you get anemia with kidney disease. And I

11 couldn't determine that they even evaluated her

12 for that.

13 Q What are some of the other causes of

14 anemia in a person of Mrs. Schmidt's age? Like

15 what could be something that causes it?

16 A Malnutrition, of course blood loss.

17 But there is also iron deficiency malnutrition.

18 There is other causes of low blood. You can

19 also have

20

21

Q GI bleeding?

A You can have GI bleeding, but she never

22 had evidence o f serious GI bleeding.

23 Q Cancer?

A Cancer. Chronic infection.

Q We know no autopsy was done in this
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2 case, so we don't know what that might have

3 shown in terms of what may have been the cause

4 of her death, correct? She was not examined.

A We don't have an autopsy.

Q Do you know whether any of the

7 providers ever determined the cause of

8 Mrs. Schmidt's anemia?

9 A I do not see -- I don't recall seeing

10 that her -- I don't recall seeing any definitive

11 workup on that.

12 Q What is the range of time in which

13 sepsis can develop from an untreated urinary

14 tract infection'?

15 A Again -- I thought I answered that

16 earlier. It depends on the immunity of the

17 host. As the immune system begins to lose the

18 war, that's when the infection takes off.

19 Q Do you agree that most urinary tract

20 infections, even if left untreated, do not

21 become septic?

22 A I don't know the statistics on that.

23 My experience, urinary tract infections are

24 infections and they need to be treated. I don'

25 recall seeing an infection that I -- that
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2 responded, resolved on its own. I mean,

3 certainly people try cranberry juice and they

4 end up wanting antibiotics.

5 Q I take it, it would probably be

6 unethical to do a study on women with urinary

7 tract infections and not treat it, correct?

Yes. I think this is an infection.

Q You noted earlier that in your notes I

10 think you commented, I can't remember if it was

11 Page 4, I guess, that her decreased -- it's at

12 the top of Page 4 of your notes. I can't read

13 your writing.

14 A Okay.

15

16

Q Something was not addressed?

A Never addressed -- that should be, "He

17 never addressed daily low calcium nor

18 nutrition." That was just a comment to myself.

19 It is not pertinent to this.

20 Q And so, during her hospitalization,

21 there was -- is it your view that based on the

22 record review that you believe that she

23 continued to exhibit poor nutritional status?

24 A Yes.

25 Q And that she had low calcium throughout
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2 the period of time she was hospitalized?

A Yes.

Q What's the significance of low calcium,

5 1f any?

6 A Low calcium is not directly related to

7 the infection, in my opinion. It's just the

8 overall —— it's just a marker that she needed

9 calcium. The body needs calcium. The heart

10 needs calcium.

12

Q What can low calcium

A I was just collecting -- when I went

13 through, I was just collecting the data.

14 Q I understand that.
15 What can low calcium be a sign of, what

16 are some of the things it can be a sign of?

17 A Osteoporosis.

18 Q Anything else?

A There is a long differential. I'm

20 blocking. I'm puzzled though, why is this

21 relevant?

22 Q Poor nutrition, that's -- if somebody

23 is undernourished, they are not as strong as

24 they could be, and it makes it more difficult
25 for them to fight off infection or respond to
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2 treatment; is that accurate?

A Yes, that's true. But she didn'

this evolved -- this appeared after she

5 developed this infection. She di.dn't have a

6 problem with calcium earlier. This was all part

7 of the urosepsis and the strain it caused to her

8 whole body with the loss of -- her white count

9 fell, and her albumin or protein fell as well,

10 and she developed all sorts of --- she developed

11 signs of heart failure, distress. She dropped

12 her blood pressure. She developed heart failure

13 it seemed, and a pericardial effusion. There

14 were lesions on her kidneys. She had multiorgan

15 involvement.

16 Q Earlier you said you didn't think that

17 the low calcium had anything to do with her

18 infection, and now it sounds like you'e saying

19 it was

20 A It's a result. It's a result of it.
21 Q So, as a result of her infection, you

22 believe her calcium was low?

23 A She was dwindling.

24

25

Q She was getting weaker as time passed?

Right. And I couldn't discern from the
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2 record whether she was getting nutritional

3 support. They were -- whether they even

noticed.

5 Q What. are you using as markers or

6 measures of nutritional status'

7 A Albumin. It's -- in my experience,

8 it's uncommon to see low calcium. And it is a

9 marker for need for nutritional support.

10 Q How many white cells, by the way, were

11 there in the July 19th urinalysis on her second

12 admission to Parkview?

13 A She had 100 -- that's protein, I'm

14 sorry. She had worsening proteinuria, and five

15 to ten white cells, and many bacteria.
16 Q If, in fact, this was urosepsis,

17 wouldn't you expect there to be significantly

18 more white cells in the urine'?

19 A That's what I'm trying to say. Her

20 immune system couldn't handle this. When you

21 drop your white cells, you'e losing the war.

22 And she even dropped her white cells in her

23 bloodstream. So, she had many bacteria in her

24 urine, and she had -- she even dropped her

25 peripheral white count to 3.3, with 30 percent
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2 bands. That's a marker for an aggressive

3 struggling -- immunoresponse struggling to an

aggressive infection. Excuse me.

5 Immunoresponse struggling to cope with an

6 aggressive infection.
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Q By the way, do you know any of the

8 other physicians and/or experts involved in this

9 case?

10

13

14

15

16

A No.

Q You don't know Carling?

No.

Q Dr. Onion?

A No.

Q Dr. Verghese?

A No.

17 Q And obviously you didn't know Dr. Rand,

18 Dr. Linville, or Dr. Mechtenberg?

19 A No.

20 Q And have you discussed this case with

21 any colleagues'

22 No.

23 Q And you'e told us that you'e not done

24 any outside research, correct, in connection

25 with your opinions'?
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2 A As I said, to me, it's a straight

3 forward case.

10

MR. COFFIN: All right, Doctor, on

the understanding that her opinions are

going to be limited to what's in the

designation as opposed to comments on

what, if anything, doctors involved in

this case should have done under the

circumstances, I would pass the baton on

to Mr. Rapaport.

12 MR. RAPAPORT: Thank you.

13 EXAMINATION

14 BY MR. RAPAPORT:

15 Q Doctor, the notes that you provided,

16 from my understanding, you made when reviewing

17 the medical records; is that correct?

18

19

A That's correct.

Q Did you make any notes when reviewing

20 depositions'?

21 A I scribbled things here. I did them on

22 the depositions.

23 Q So, you have made markings in the

24 depositions?

25 A Yes.
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MR. RAPAPORT. So, we want to take a

look at those before we leave.

4 Q I am just going to follow up on some

5 areas Mr. Coffin asked you about. You told us

6 that you'e testified in approximately ten

7 depositions; is that right'?

8 A I'm nervous that I'm underestimating or

9 overestimating.

10 Q I said approximately.

A I believe so. And I want to go home

12 and make a real list.
13 Q What is your memory as to how many

14 times you'e testified in court as an expert

15 witness'?

A Oh, you know, maybe I'm —— I think I'm

17 answering the questions depositions in court.

18 I'm mixing it up in my mind. I have got to get

19 this clear.
20 Q That's fine.

A Actually, I also realized, maybe I was

22 involved in a Federal case, but I'm not sure.

23 Because I was involved in a med mal criminal

24 case, would that make it Federal? Maybe, maybe

25 not.
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Q Not definitely.

Okay. I don't know.

Q I think you told Mr. Coffin you'e

5 never sat down and made a list of your court

6 testimony and depositions; is that right?

A I am just starting to put it together.

8 Q You are going to get that to

9 Mr. Murphy?

10 A Yes.

Q Let me, because I am still confused,

12 but I'm frequently confused. Court testimony,

13 have you ever testified in court as an expert in

14 a medical malpractice case'?

15 A Yes.

Q How many times?

17 A I did a staff aureus, a Lyme disease.

18 Okay. And then I did a —— okay. Four or five

19 maybe.

20 Q Were they all on behalf of the patient

21 plaintiff?

22

23 Q When you go to compile this list, or

24 this list that you'e making now, are you doing

25 that from paperwork, or from memory'?
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From paperwork. It's too full.

Q So, you"ve never testified in court as

4 an expert witness in a medical malpractice case

5 for a defendant healthcare provider, correct'?

6 A. I did. I defended a doctor. I did.

7 Q The reason I am laughing is because I

8 thought you just said all those times

A I just recalled. I'm sorry. I have to

10 make this list. You can tell how well I do with

11 memory. I have to write things down. I did

12 defend a doctor. Wait a minute, I didn'

13 testify. I was deposed.

Q I guess we'l wait for the list.
15 A That case settled. I was going to

16 testify, but that case settled.
17 Q When you told us earlier that more than

18 90 percent of the cases you are involved with

19 are on behalf of plaintiffs, that includes cases

20 you were asked to review, correct?

21 Yes.

22 Q Cases you have given deposition in,

23 right?

24

25

A Right.

Q And cases you have testified in court?
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Yes.

Q End you said, at this point in your

career, you review more than five cases a year;

5 is that right?

6 A Yes.

Q And how many of those cases are mold

8 cases, on average?

9 A The curve has gone like this, so it'
10 hard to average.

11 Q You testified you pay for your name to

12 be listed with an organization called SEEK; is
13 that right?

14 A Yes.

16

Q And ALM?

A Yes.

17 Q I'm familiar with SEEK. What does ALN

18 stand for'

19 A I don't remember. I think it's in New

20 York. I'm not sure.

Q Is it in New York?

A I'm not even sure. It's a directory.

23 I'm not sure. I don't recall.
24 Q They have something called Google,

25 which I will check.
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MR. COFFIN: I'm checking right now.

Q I have met physicians who have

4 testified as experts and are affiliated with

5 SEAK, so I know a little bit about them. Have

6 you ever attended any SEEK conferences or

7 mee tings'?

A I did one years ago.

Q Was that in Massachusetts, Cape Cod?

It was in Cape Cod.

Q And how long ago was that?

A I'm -- I believe it was around 2007 or

13 eight. I'm not sure.

Q Did they have seminars or workshops'?

A It was lectures. I was trying to

16 understand your world.

17 Q Did any of the lectures involved

18 testifying as an expert witness?

19

20

A I really don't recall. They had

Q What did they provide you to help you

21 understand the legal world?

22 A I vaguely recall it was -- they

23 provided -- they had a judge explain the

24 process. They had lawyers to explain the whole

25 process of the legal thing. They were
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2 explaining what -- I had been in depositions

3 before and got very confused because I didn'

4 know what it meant when someone said I object,

5 so I went to this to understand better.

6 Q So, they explained what the process

7 was?

A The process and the language.

Q Was there any instruction or training

10 on how to answer questions?

11 A Not directly, as I recall, but it
12 helped me understand what I had to learn.

13 Q When you attended that conference, were

14 written materials handed out?

15

16

18

19

A I don't recall. I assume so.

Q Did you save them?

A I don't recall.

Q Is that something you can check for us?

A I could check. I don't -- I didn'

20 that wasn't supposed to be a career change move.

21 I'm not trying to make my life an expert in

22 medicine. I went to that because it looked like

23 a good learning experience, and it was only a

24 weekend.

25 Q Since that conference, have you
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2 received, from time to time, written materials

3 from SEAK?

Fliers asking me to come back.

5 Q In your practice as a physician,

6 Doctor, have you ever been sued for malpractice'

A No.

8 Q When you were at Bronx Lebanon from

9 '88 -- was it '88 to 2000?

10 A Almost 2000.

Q Was your specialty interest treating

12 HIV and AIDS patients?

13 A My interest is always the

14 immunocompromised. I trained at Sloan-Kettering

15 for cancer, HIV, AIDS. That's always been my

16 interests. Bronx lebanon is an inner city
17 hospital, which meant there was much more than

18 just HIV, even though it was the HIU epidemic.

19 Q Before I get back to the Bronx, do you

20 have a specialty interest in your practice'?

21 A At the moment, it's becoming mold.

22 Q How long has that been the case'?

23 A It's been evolving. I didn't realize

24 how -- I got involved with what's called the

25 Phipps case somewhere around 2000, so they bus
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2 from New York to my office numerous patients,

3 and the patients told me over and over their

4 story about Stachybotrys. My colleagues and I

5 had never heard the term Stachybotrys. That'

6 the black mold. It's a toxin producing black

7 mold.

And since then, I -- and I treat

9 when I see people with mold disease, I know how

10 to recognize fungal infection, and I have helped

11 people who have gotten infections after they

12 have been colonized. This has been an ongoing

13 flow, and I am trying my very best to get this

14 out to the medical community in peer reviews. I
15 presented at the Society of General Internal

16 Medicine, the American Society of Microbiology.

17 I presented in Europe. I presented at New York

18 Medical College.

20

Q Are you done?

A I'e even forgotten the question, I'm

21 sorry.

Q Let me ask it again.

23 For how long has mold treatment,

24 exposed mold been your specialty interest?

25 A It began, as I said, when I first
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2 interviewed the cases from this case in New York

3 called the Phipps case, and that was the

beginning. So, I guess that's -- gee whiz,

5 that's almost 15 years.

6 Q 15 years ago?

A I guess. I don't exactly remember.

8 That was just a case I got involved in.
9 Q And before that, did you have a

10 specialty interest?

11 A As I said, immunocompromised

12 infections. I mean -- bad word.

13 Immunocompromised people with infections.

14 Q You told Mr. Coffin, I am going to use

15 your words, because I want to make sure, I'm

16 currently not doing routine primary care. Do

17 you remember telling him that?

18

19

A Yes, true.

Q What does routine primary care mean to

2 0 you?

21 A To me it means having a clinic where

22 you evaluate people's blood pressure, urine, and

23 you have a 24/7 operation where people call when

24 they'e sick. I put it right out on my -- every

25 time I see a patient, I'm not doing that. You
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2 need to have your own primary care doctor.

3 Because primary care doctors serve a very

4 important role of gate keeping and coordinating.

5 I'm not doing that. I'm a specialist.
6 Q Have you ever done routine primary

7 care?

A Yeah, when I was in training.

Q As a resident?

10 A Yeah. Also at Bronx Lebanon once a

11 week I had to -- I worked in the clinic. I

12 helped. I would help part time in the operating

13 of the clinic and seeing patients, but I was

14 still in -- so, I understand how to do primary

15 care, but that was not my main function.

16 Q Your main function was infectious

17 disease?

A In Bronx Lebanon, yes.

Q And what type of clinic was it at Bronx

20 Lebanon, was it a primary care clinic?

21

22

A They had a primary care clinic.
Q That was the one you were talking

2 3 abou t?

24 A Yes.

Q How often would you see patients in
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2 there as a primary care physician, not as an

3 infectious disease consultant'

A You never take that hat off. Once a

Q I want to use your definition of

7 routine primary care. How often were you

8 providing routine primary care to patients at

9 Bronx Lebanon in the clinic?

10 A Once a week I rotated through the

11 clinic, and it was a walk-in clinic and you

12 just —— actually, I think maybe it was an HIV

13 primary care. I wasn't running the clinic. It
14 was being run by one of my other colleagues.

15 Q So, it might have been that the primary

16 care that you were providing once a week were

17 only to AIDS patients?

18 A There were some that weren'. I mean

19

20 Q Mostly.

A Mostly. That was the height of the

22 epidemic. That was point zero.

23 Q Sure. You said that you currently see

24 patients by appointment only, correct'?

25 A Hm hmm.
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Q Yes?

A Yes.

Q At your clinic at 167 Benedict Avenue

5 in Tarrytown?

6 A Yes.

Q Is that also your home?

A It's not my home directly. I live a

9 couple blocks away.

10 Q How many patients would you say are in

11 your patient panel now?

12 A I don't know. Over what period of

13 time? It's easily 300. I don't know.

14 Q Currently.

15 A The current patients -- of course they

16 see me, and then they might come back and call
17 me. I have to keep an ongoing book with me at

18 all times. I have a lot of patients. I'm

19 trying to find help.

20 Q Is there a requirement in the State of

21 New York as to how long a -- after a patient

22 sees you, how long you have to keep that file
23 open and consider the patient a patient?

24 A Yes, there is a requirement. And if I
25 want to add on that, it's going to be a
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2 thousand. It's more than seven years. I don'

3 discard records anyway.

Q So, that's not a

5 A I have a whole room where I put the

6 patients who haven't come back in three years.

Q So, your number of open record files is
8 not an indication of how many active patients

9 you have, fair to say'?

10 A Yes. No. I have the active patients

11 somewhere -- the ones I have active charts on

12 that I am still working with is somewhere. Oh,

13 man, maybe 400 or so. I'm not sure. The

14 inactive ones are

15

16

Q I'm not interested in the inactive.

A Okay.

17 Q I think you said you approximately see

18 about five patients a day; is that right?

19 A It's very variable.

20 Q How many patients in a week would you

21 say are mold patients'2

22 A Put it this way, a year ago I got about

23 one a month, and now it's getting to be where

24 it's almost I'm seeing five or six a week. It'
25 daunt j ng .
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2 Q Are the majority of patients you see

3 currently mold patients'?

A It's just as of -- Yes, at the moment.

5 Q How long has that been the case, six

6 months, a year?

A It's on a crescendo, because they all
8 go home and send someone else.
9 Q When did this cr escendo begin?

10 A Starting last year. Starting last
11 year. I presented at the American Academy of

12 Environmental Medicine and doctors refer to me

13 from all the country.

Q You said you also see patients solely

15 to provide acupuncture treatment?

16 A Yes. There is some local patients.

18

Q How many patients are those?

A It's definitely a minority. I would

19 somewhere around 20 to 30.

20

21

Q What is acupuncture?

A What is acupuncture'? It's Chinese

22 not just Chinese. It's the treatment of

23 meridians with needles.

24 Q What conditions do you treat with

25 acupuncture?
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A It's variable.

Q Do you treat pain?

A Pain.

Q Do you treat infections?

A Not -- you don't treat infections with

7 acupuncture.

8 Q What else besides pain?

A You can help relax people. You can

10 help -- there is evidence that it does promote

11 the immune system.

12

13

Q Treat patients for stress?

A Stress. To tolerate chemotherapy

14 drugs. It helps with side effects of

15 medications.

16 Q Do you treat patients with acupuncture

17 to promote the immune system?

18 A I know how to do that. I do if it'
19 pertinent.

20 Q But you do it if it's pertinent?

21 A Hm hmm.

22 Q And looking in your CV, is there any

23 other part -- because there is a mention that

24 you practice eastern medicine; is that right?

25 A Yes.
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2 Q Is there any other part of eastern

3 medicine that you practice besides acupuncture?

A I study and I know how to use the

5 herbs.

10

Q Do you use that in your practice?

A Sometimes, yes.

Q For what conditions?

A It's variable.

Q Such as?

A Such as enhancing well-being. There is
12 a whole pharmacopeia of how to handle different

13 medical conditions with herbs. I studied it
14 because I found it to be very precise, as

15 opposed to herbology, which is sort of not as

16 Chinese medicine has been around for thousands

17 of years, and it was one of the hardest

18 educational processes I'e been through. I

19 studied at Pacific College of Oriental Medicine.

20 I have been chair for the New York State Board

21 of Acupuncture.

22 I thought I was going to be doing that

23 kind of medicine. That was my original intent,

24 but for some reason, I'm stuck with the mold

25 epidemic.
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2 Q Just to complete, Doctor, any other

3 aspect of eastern medicine you practice besides

4 acupuncture and herbology?

A Any other?

Q Yes.

A I think that summarizes me.

8 Q How do patients come to see you, are

9 they referred by —— is it word of mouth from

10 other patients? I assume that's some of it.
11 A Actually, that's most of it.
12 Q Do you advertise?

13 A I have a website and I won some sort of

14 award where they made me a website.

Q Who is they?

A It's on there. Where is my CV'? I
17 don't even know what it stands for. Page 4,

18 it's called, leading physician of the world

19 doctors of excellence, top internal medicine and

20 infectious disease specialist, International

21 Association of Healthcare Professionals, 2012.

22 Q If you know, do any allopathic

23 physicians refer patients to you?

24 A Most referrals are allopathic. I might

25 have a couple of osteopathic, but most are
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2 allopathic.

3 Q I thought you said most of your

patients you see are referred by word of mouth'?

5 A This is medical speak. Referrals can

6 be word of mouth by the patients, but for a

7 professional interaction where you get

8 consultations, then it's referral by a doctor.

9 And the doctors that refer to me are allopaths,

10 most.

12

Q Are they internists?

A They come from different specialties.
13 Q Doctor, under current positions on your

14 current CV, there is a number of listings.
15 Aside from your practice, integrative medicine,

16 I am just trying to figure out how you spend

17 your professional time. Are there other

18 positions that you spend more than a few hours a

19 year doing?

20 A Most of my time is Integrative

21 Medicine. Living in Balance doesn't require

22 time.

23 Q Okay.

24 A But a couple of hours a year I'm on at

25 Pacific College. And I teach a couple of hours
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2 a year at the National Council on Alcoholism and

3 Drug Dependence. Most of my time is
4 90 percent of my time is my practice.
5 Q That's what I want to know. And,

6 Doctor, in terms of publications, have you given

7 any presentations or published anything, either

8 peer reviewed or not, on treatment of urinary

9 tract infections'?

10 A No, I have not.

MR. RAPAPORT: Thank you very much,

Doctor. That's all I have.

13 MR. COFFIN: Just a couple follow up

14 questions, Doctor.

15 EXAMINATION

16 BY MR. COFFIN:

17 Q I have had a chance to look through the

18 deposition transcript of Dr. Onion that. you'e
19 annotated. It looks like you underlined and

20 circled. When you write in the margin, and this

21 is on Page 34, for examplei BS UA does not

22 equal UC, or something like that. Does BS stand

23 for bullshit'

24 A Yes, it does.

Q Because I have seen that in a number of
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2 different places in the margin.

And the section that you gave me

doesn't have the transcript in it, so maybe

5 that's in another part of

6 A This is what I have, I believe.

7 Q I didn't see that there. I am

8 wondering if it's somewhere else.
A Here is something else. I tend to

10 bunch things that doesn't help my opinion in the

11 back.

12 Q That's the only transcript I'e seen in

13 there is the one from Dr. Onion.

15

18

20

21

22

A Didn't you get the other depositions?

MR. RAPAPORT: We got them. The

question is whether you got them.

A These.

Q Who is this'?

A This is Verghese.

Q All right.
A And this is Carling.

Q That's not a deposition.

23 A Maybe I didn't see Carling's

24 deposition. This is what I have.

25 MR. RAPAPORT: This is what I would
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10

13

propose, Francis. First of all, that you

get confirmation to us whether or not

she's reviewed Dr. Carling's deposition.

MR. MURPHY: Can you put these in

writing? Probably Celine is going to

follow up.

MR. RAPAPORT: Sure. But I want to

put it on the record, and I will do it in

an email. But I want it on the record

that we would like copies of the
doctors'ranscripts

of Dr. Onion, Dr. Verghese,

and Dr. Carling, if she ever received it,
together with copies of the stickies
because they have comments on them.

Otherwise we'l be here all day and all
night having her read this.

MR. MURPHY: Let's go off the record.

19 (Discussion off the record)

20

21

22

23

25

MR. RAP%PORT: I doubt that we will

have to reconvene. And if we do, maybe

we can just do it by phone, but there is
quite a bit of comment on our expert

witnesses, so we retain the right to

review that and possibly follow up with
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the doctor.

Thank you.

10

12

MR. COFFIN: Otherwise, I think we

have six exhibits here, and we'l agree

to give them to the court reporter, and

she will make them part of the

transcript, and scan them to us with

PDFs.

(Whereupon, at 2:10 p.m., the

deposition was concluded)

13

15

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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C E R T I F I C A T E

4 STATE OF NEW YORK:

5 COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER:

7 Before me, this day, personally appeared IRENE

8 H. GRANT, M.D., C.A.C., who, being duly sworn,

9 states that the foregoing transcript of said

10 deposition, taken in the matter, on the date,

11 and at the time and place set out on the title
12 page hereof, constitutes a true and accurate

13 transcript of said deposition.

15

16

IRENE H GRANT / M D ~ C A C

18

19 SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this

20 day of

21 aforesaid.

in the jurisdiction

22

23

24 My Commission Expires

25

Notary Public
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DEPOSITION ERRATA SHEET

3 CASE CAPTION: Schmidt vs. LINVILLE, et al

DEPONENT: Irene H. Grant, M.D., C.A.C.

5 DEPOSITION DATE: August 22, 2014

8

10

To the Reporter:
I have read the entire transcript of my
Deposition taken in the captioned matter or the
same has bee read to me. I request for the
following changes to be entered upon the record
for the reasons indicate.
I have signed my name to the Errata Sheet and
the appropriate Certificate and authorize you to
attach both to the original transcript.

13

15

16

17

18

19

22

23 SIGNATURE:

24

DATE:
IRENE H. GRANT, M.D., C A C.

25
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I N D E X

3 Witness:

IRENE H GRANT f M D f C A C

5 Examination by Mr. Coffin

6 Examination by Mr. Rapaport

Page

81

8

10 Deposition

11 For Ident.

E X H I B I T S

Description Page

12

13
Amended Notice to
Take Deposition

Plaintiff's Supplemental 3
Designation of Expert Witness

Curriculum Vitae

17
One-page description of 3
expertise

18 Multi-page document 26

20

Medical Expert Retention 30
Contract

21

22

23
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C E R T I F I C A T E

3 STATE OF NEW YORK )

) ss.
4 COUNTY OF WESTCHESTER)

8

10

I, Marianne Glum, a Shorthand
{Stenotype) Reporter and Notary Public of
the State of New York, do hereby certify
that the foregoing Deposition, of the
witness, IRENE H. GRANT, M.D., C.A.C.,
taken at the time and place aforesaid, is
a true and correct transcription of said
deposition.

I further certify that I am neither
counsel for nor related to any party to
said action, nor in any way interested in
the result or outcome thereof.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto
set my hand this 22nd day of SEPTEMBER,
2014.

13

15

MARIANNE GLUM

18

19

20

21

22

1 I

. I I I I I

23

25
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